
75
th

Eastern Snow Conference

College Park, Maryland, 2018

President : Alexandre Roy

First ESC experience in Frost Valley

YMCA in 2012. I was Program Chair

for ESC2017 in Ottawa, where Luke

Copland did a great job with Local

Arrangement. Never received the

Sno-foo award, but I have a very bad

feeling about it…

Hope you enjoy the 75th ESC!



74
th

Eastern Snow Conference

University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, 2017

President : Mike Durand
2017

We had a great time hosting the Eastern Snow

Conference at Ohio State in 2016! The banquet

speaker, Dr. Lonnie Thompson, was a highlight

for many!

Sno-foo : Mike Durand Wiesnet Medal : Caroline Dolant



73
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 2016

President : Alain Royer

“Yes – Oui!”

Sno-foo : Roger De Roo Wiesnet Medal : Syed Mousavi



72
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Jouvence, Orford, Québec, 2015

President : Baker Perry

Sno-foo : Kevin Côté Wiesnet Medal : Nicolas Leroux

Baker Perry first attended the 61st Eastern Snow Conference in
Portland, ME, in 2004 as a first-year Ph.D. student. He returned
to the 62nd and 63rd meetings as a student, joined the
Research Committee for the 64th meeting, and served as Chair
of the Research Committee for the 66th, 67th, and 68th
meetings. He joined the Executive Committee for the 70th
meeting and served as Vice President and Program Chair for the
71st meeting held on the campus of Appalachian State
University in Boone, NC. Baker served out his term as President
at the 72nd meeting in Quebec. Baker is proud that at least one
student from Appalachian State University has attended each
ESC meeting since 2010 and hopes this trend will continue well
into the future.



71
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, 2014

President : Alexandre Langlois

Sno-foo : Dorothy Hall Wiesnet Medal : Justin Hartnett

- First ESC 2003 in Sherbrooke presenting results of my MSc

project validating CRCM snow fields using PMW remote sensing

(with Alain Royer)

- Lucky enough to earn the Wiesnet in 2003, which was received in

2017 by my PhD student Caroline Dolant…nice way to close the

loop!

- Got into the ESC exec in Montreal (McGill)…not sure the

year…Miles approached me and kindly asked (forced) me to join.

Since then, I kindly ‘asked’ Alex Roy to join in 2015. He reached the

level ‘president’ !!!

- President in Waterloo

- Since then involved in the proceedings

- My main occupation since 2016 is nominating SnoFoo awards,
which I will never earn, I strongly believe that!



70
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Huntsville, Ontario, 2013

President : Rob Hellström
2009

Sno-foo : Benoit “pinky” Montpetit Wiesnet Medal : Andreas Dietz

My fondest memory was my first ESC in 1999, my presentation

was cut off half-way through due to time, I received a proper

introduction to the ESC executive at a local pub in Fredericton,

New Brunswick, and learned that Ross Brown (current

President) had never set foot in the field, and that’s all it took

to get a snow-foo award!? I discovered that John Pomeroy

was from my home state of Ohio and needed a baseball bat to

knock snow from trees in the Boreal Forest, whereas a mild

breeze is all it takes in northern Michigan. I learned from Miles

Ecclestone that shoveling snow is a fine topic of discussion. I

was hooked, what a ubiquitous crew with one thing in

common, they love discussions of anything snow, this was my

type of crowd!



69
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Frost Valley YMCA, Claryville, New York, 2012

President : Jim Buttle

Sno-foo : Don Pierson Wiesnet Medal : Elizabeth Burakowski

As for my ESC experience, it has been a formative one for both my

research career and my personal life. The results of my first research

project that I undertook upon returning to Canada following my PhD

were presented at the ESC. This was at the urging of a past ESC-

president and a great proponent of the ESC, Peter Adams. This was

subsequently followed by a number of papers given by me and my

students at various ESC meetings. I found my service at VP and

President of the ESC to be particularly rewarding, especially given the

generous assistance given by those on the ESC executive at the time.

Finally (and probably most important), I proposed to my wife while at

the 1989 ESC meeting in Quebec City (she thankfully accepted!).



68
th

Eastern Snow Conference

McGill University, Montréal, Québec, 2011

President : Mauri Pelto
2000

Sno-foo : Ken Rancourt Wiesnet Medal : Kathryn Semmens

As a graduate student ESC is the first
community of researchers that I had a
chance to engage with on a consistent
basis building relationships in the friendly
personal setting of the meeting. This is
still a focus of the organization, the
students participating are seen as the
most important element to foster.



67
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Jiminy Peak Mountain Resort, Hancock, Massachusetts, 2010

President : Richard Kelly

Sno-foo : Kevin Kang Wiesnet Medal : Simon von de Wall

The honour of being President of the Eastern

Snow Conference was incredibly significant

because it provided a real opportunity to

engage directly with the wider community of

snow scientists though the society’s annual

conference and in terms of our collective snow

research. This is so important for our relatively

small community especially because it provides

an opportunity to connect us, and our own
students with other snow scientists of the future.



66
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Niagara on the Lake, Niagara, Ontario, 2009

President : Steven Fassnacht
2008

Sno-foo : Rob Hellström Wiesnet Medal : Si Chen

My first ESC was in 1995 when I just started my PhD. I didn't know much about snow at the

time and was thankful that my advisor allowed me to tag along with another graduate student,

in part because it was close to my university. From 1995 through 2009, I attended most ESCs

missing Williamburg, Syracuse and St. John's. I was honored to serve the ESC becoming

program chair for the Lake Morey Conference and President for the Niagara-on-the-Lake

conference. I have forged some great collaborations through the ESC and more importantly

some wonderful friendships. As I move through my career with more constraints on my time,

the Eastern Snow Conference has unfortunately become further away (it is across the

continent). However, I do look forward to seeing my friends at an ESC in the near future.

perhaps I can help that joint WSC-ESC meeting happen again (last one in 1997 in Banff) and

we'll meet closer to my home. Please remember to invite me to the 100th anniversary; I may

be retired by then and will have more time.



65
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Lake Morey, Fairlee, Vermont, 2008

President : Chris Derksen
2004

Sno-foo : Steven Fassnacht Wiesnet Medal : Chris Furhman

I hold the ESC in the highest regard. I first attended

the Eastern Snow Conference in 1996, and

attended nearly every year until 2010. Thanks to it’s

relaxed conference culture and willingness to

populate the Executive with early career scientists,

the ESC played an important role in helping me,

and many others, gain confidence and footing as

young scientists. Thanks to all who contribute their

volunteer time to keep the organization going.



64
th

Eastern Snow Conference

St-Johns, Newfoundland, 2007

President : Andrew Klein
2006

Sno-foo : Jimmy MacDonald (U. Sask.), Bill Floyd (UBC), Chris DeBeer (U. Sask.), Wendell Koenig (AB Env.), Jaime Hood (U. 

Calgary), Dankia Muir (U. Calgary), John Jackson (U. Calgary), Sarah Forte (U. Calgary), Prof. Masaki Hayashi (U. Calgary)

First, I have to say I am indebted to Dorothy Hall to introducing me to

the ESC in the late 1990s - 1997 I think when I was her postdoc at NASA-

Goddard. I must say my participation in the ESC during the intervening

20 years has been a highlight of my professional career. It introduced

me to many giants in the field, enabled me to make many professional

colleagues and friends. However, one of the things that I look forward

the most each year to the ESC is to be exposed to many interesting

smaller cities and locales in the Eastern US and Canada. I guess that is

the Geographer in me speaking but I have seen many places in Eastern

North America that I would have never visited otherwise. I wish the ESC

another great 75 years and hope to see people in Annapolis this year.



63
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Newark, Delaware, 2006

President : Claude Duguay
2005

Sno-foo : Andrew Klein Wiesnet Medal : Y.C. Chung

Training a new breed of snow scientists

Always enjoyed sharing stories, particularly
field-related ones leading to a nomination
for the Sno-Foo Award… except for mine



62
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Waterloo, Ontario, 2005

President :  Susan Taylor

Sno-foo : Claude Duguay Wiesnet Medal : M. Javan-Mashmool

My first introduction to snow studies was when I took a job at CRREL in
1987. Although I am the daughter of two hardy Canadians, I grew up in Mexico
and didn’t see snow until I was 14. My first impression of falling snow was one
of huge disappointment; snowflakes were not the size of plates (like those
paper ones hanging from our Christmas tree in Mexico City) but tiny things I
had to catch on my coat to see.

Anyway, I became interested in snow and started attending the Eastern
Snow Conferences in 1990. I was one of the editors for the Proceedings (from
1994- 2000?) and the president in 2005. I continued doing research in cold
environments, Alaska and Antarctica, but not in snow when my funding
changed. Consequently, I attended other conferences, none as fun and friendly
as the ESC. Now near the end of my career, I have come full circle and am
documenting the microscopic structures of snow as part of a study on snow
friction. Maybe snow, and possibly ice, are slippery for reasons other than the
canonical “self-lubrication due to frictional heating” we all learned. Stay tuned.



61
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Portland, Maine, 2004

President :  Miles Ecclestone
2003

Sno-foo : Chris Derksen Wiesnet Medal : J. Farzaneh-Dehkordi

Fissure and drainage channel : White Glacier

My memory is foggy on my first ESC meeting. It was supposed to be the 1980 meeting

in Peterborough but a “fluke” injury a few days before the meeting put me on the

sidelines. So my first definite meeting was in 1986 at CRREL proper, where I remember

Sam Colbeck gave the first talk. Since then I have attended most meetings. Obviously,

there are too many memories to mention here, but a few have to include: Bob Sykes

simulating an Oswego lake-effect snowfall using feathers (can you say “Sno-Foo”), the

amazing 50th Meeting in Quebec City, the joint WSC meeting in Banff in 1997, the

meeting in Stowe VT (2002) when 20+ people showed up unannounced at the Ice

Breaker, and the 61st Meeting in Portland ME (2004) when I had the honour of being

President. I have also been fortunate to have been a part of many ESC Executives,

acting as Canadian Secretary Treasurer from 1995 until 2018. Working with my U.S.

counterparts – my friends - Austin Hogan, Derrill Cowing and Ken Rancourt, has been a

true pleasure, and a reward in itself. As I tip-toe into retirement my hope is that many

of you will step up and help keep the ESC a vibrant organization well into the future.



60
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Sherbrooke, Québec, 2003

President :  Kenneth Rancourt
2011

Sno-foo : Miles Ecclestone Wiesnet Medal : Alexandre Langlois

Over 30 years ago the US Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab conducted icing
studies on Mount Washington. I was a new employee at the time and got heavily involved
in supporting their work. Chuck Ryerson, Austin Hogan, John Govoni, Dr. Itagaki, and many
other CRREL researchers travelled to the summit and we shared many dinners together -
and then went back outside under mostly terrible conditions to complete our work. Austin
and John encouraged me, as a young researcher, to attend an Eastern Snow Conference
meeting in order to put their work in context. What an inspiration it was to hear our work
being discussed at that level! I've gone to many meetings over the years, and continue to
appreciate the effort the ESC puts forth to encourage young researchers to fully participate
in every meeting. The Wiesnet Award was one of the early acknowledgements that
supporting students was the right thing to do. Working on the Executive for a number of
years gave me the insights to a great organization - people like Austin, Derrill, Miles, gave
considerable time and effort to make every meeting a success. Even though serious
research requires serious thought there is also a time to acknowledge our human frailties,
and blunders. The honor of receiving the coveted "Sno Foo" award at the annual banquet is
also part of what makes the ESC meetings memorable-especially if it is you who are
receiving that "award"! Let it snow!



59
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Stowe, Vermont, 2002

President :  John W. Pomeroy
1993

Sno-foo : Danny Marks Wiesnet Medal : Patrick Ménard

I have always loved the ESC for its welcoming

atmosphere, commitment to good snow science and

fostering of young scientists. ESC meetings have always

felt like a family coming together. Best remembered

were the open discussions, good times, some sing-songs,

and wonderful people. What is especially appreciated is

that you kindly allowed Saskatoon, Canmore and

Aberystwyth to be in the ESC (Alberta to Wales) – an

indulgence I shall always appreciate.



58
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Ottawa, Ontario, 2001

President :  Mary Albert
1998

Sno-foo : Brenda Toth Wiesnet Medal : C. Tavakoli

The Eastern Snow Conference has always been a great venue for

discussion of seasonal snow and its wide-ranging importance.

The collegial atmosphere at the meetings, the time to discuss

ideas in depth, and the interaction of academics

and practitioners really makes the ESC special. Although the

recent decade or so of my career has focused on ice sheets, I have

very fond memories of discussion of seasonal snow with

colleagues at many ESC meetings. Thank you for carrying on its

great traditions!



57
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Syracuse, New York, 2000

President :  Dorothy Hall
2014

Sno-foo : Mauri Pelto

I’ve been associated with the Eastern Snow
Conference since the 35th Annual Meeting, held in
February of 1978 at CRREL in Hanover, NH. In June of
2018 I’ll be attending the 75th -- 40 years later! After
the 2018 meeting I will have attended 24 meetings,
and was President of the ESC in 2000. One of the best
things about my association with the ESC has been
getting to know many Canadian colleagues. The small
size of the conference makes it easy to connect with
colleagues and meet new people.



56
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Fredericton, New Brunswick, 1999

President :  Ross Brown
1999

Sno-foo : Ross Brown Wiesnet Medal : S. Brettschneider

What is it 
about 
snow?

• Vice-President 1998 (Jackson, NH)

• President 1999 (Fredericton, NB)

• Sno-Foo Award 1999 (Fredericton, NB)

• Local arrangements 2011 (Montreal, QC)



55
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Jackson, New Hampshire, 1998

President :  Bert Davis
1994

Sno-foo : Mary albert Wiesnet Medal : Andrew Grundstein

I first became aware of the Eastern Snow Conference when I came to work
at CRREL in 1990. That year I contributed a paper on snow chemistry, also
of interest to the president at the time, Jerry Jones. So we had a lot to talk
about besides drinking, and he encouraged me to get involved. During
those early years, Tim Pangburn (ESC President 1992) and Mike Ferrick
(ESC President 1996) recruited my help with a push to make conference
papers more academic. We initiated a “friendly” review process, intended
to help the authors become more rigorous in their writing. I became part
of the organization by also helping with the student papers committee. I
recall that I contributed papers myself as a lead or coauthor every year for
quite a while, so the review process helped me too. Right about 1995, we
had convinced the editorial board at Hydrological Processes to publish
highlights of the ESC Proceedings, so that work paid off. I somehow found
myself ESC President in 1998, convening the meeting up in Conway NH.



54
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Banff, Alberta, 1997

President :  Mike Demuth
1995

Sno-foo : Jean Stein Wiesnet Medal : Newell Hedstrom

The Eastern Snow Conference has long standing roots in connecting
snow and ice research science with monitoring science; and I was
always attracted by its multi-disciplinary character - something I
observed to grow steadily - I mean, a "Snow Conference" that offered a
venue for topics as varied as ice engineering, river ice processes,
glaciology (traditional definition), frozen ground, the dynamics of
marine icefields ... the list goes on.
Most of all it was a place to connect and I am happy to report that I still
work with many of those I met at Eastern Snow Conferences - I am sure
that is the case for all ESC Presidents and ESC members alike.
With no doubt, however, the best experience with the Conference for
me was, as Chair of the Research Committee, having the pleasure to
preside over the Student Paper Competition - the key to any vibrant and
evolving scientific and technical venue.



53
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Williamsburg, Virginia, 1996

President :  Mike Ferrick

Sno-foo : Colin Taylor Wiesnet Medal : Suzanne Hartley

My time in the ESC started in 1985 and extended
through the early 2000's. The big issue the
conference was dealing with then was how to
maintain a balance between research interests
and applications for solving practical
problems. We were in a transition from a largely
practitioner group to a more research focused
group but did not want to lose our roots.



52
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Toronto, Ontario, 1995

President :  Collin Taylor
1996

Sno-foo : Mike Demuth Wiesnet Medal : Paul Wolfe

I thoroughly enjoyed and valued my experience with the ESC. In

particular I appreciated the mix of participants, including academic

researchers, government and private sector practitioners, and

students. Everyone was an equal and we all learned from each other

in a very friendly and supportive environment. The way it combined

membership and involvement from both the US and Canada was a

real strength. On a personal level, among other things, this gave me

the opportunity to attend conferences in some really interesting

places. I congratulate the ESC on its 75th anniversary, and wish it

continued success.



51
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Dearborn, Michigan, 1994

President :  Derrill Cowing

Sno-foo : Bert Davis Wiesnet Medal : G. E. Mann

Derrill attended his first ESC Meeting at CRREL in 1986.  After serving 

on several sub-committees of the ESC Executive Committee, he 

served as Vice President and Program Chair at the 50th Anniversary 

meeting in Quebec, QC in 1993.  From 1996 until he retired from the 

U.S. Geological Survey in 2001, he was also a member of the 

Western Snow Conference while he was stationed in Boise, Idaho.

In 2002, he returned home to Maine and rejoined the ESC Executive 

committee as the US Sec/Treasurer.  He remained in this position 

until this 75th Anniversary meeting in June 2018.

Derrill is a registered professional engineer in Alaska and Maine.  He 

is also a Life Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.



50
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Québec City, Québec, 1993

President :  Terry Prowse
1991

Sno-foo : John Pomeroy Wiesnet Medal : G. E. Mann

My involvement with the Eastern Snow Conference began while I was completing my

MSc degree under the supervision of Professor Peter Adams at Trent University, who is

also a Past-ESC President. Moreover, my very first scientific publication was in the

1979 35th ESC Proceedings and was followed up by numerous other ones as a result of

my attendance at multiple subsequent ESC meetings. In 1985, I began my involvement

with the ESC Executive as a Member of the Research Committee, and then in the

subsequent year as Chairman of the same committee. In 1989, I became a Member of

the Executive Steering Committee and later in 1991, the ESC Vice-President and then

in 1992-93, the ESC President. The 1993 annual meeting of the ESC marked its 50th

anniversary, and one which was held jointly with the Western Snow Conference, in

Quebec City. At the President’s Luncheon for this 50th meeting, I introduced a 50th

anniversary gold snowflake pin to mark the historical dedication of past-ESC

presidents. Overall, my personal and scientific involvement with the ESC, and

interactions with its members, has been a truly rewarding experience for me.



46
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Québec City, Québec, 1989

President :  James Foster

Sno-foo : Gerry Jones Wiesnet Medal : A. Giguere

The first Eastern Snow Conference I attended was held in February 1978, in Hanover, New

Hampshire. This was the last wintertime meeting before the date was switched to late spring.

I recall both how friendly and engaging the attendees were – a number were relative young

and inexperienced, such as myself. I very much enjoyed this experience and thus looked

forward to seeing many of the same participants at subsequent meetings, where I could

present results of my research to like-minded snow enthusiasts. More importantly, however,

my interest was piqued in learning about the many different problems snow scientists (and

engineers) were tackling, from loading on roofs to snowmelt runoff forecasts to snow crystal

formation. This led to me being more actively involved with the ESC organization, eventually

becoming President in 1989. Since this time, while I’ve only sporadically attended meetings,

I’ve stayed in touch with colleagues, from New England, Canada and in fact all over North

America, I first met at that little conference some 40 years ago.



42
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Montréal, Québec,1985

President :  Peter Adams
1986

Sno-foo : Don Wiesnet Wiesnet Medal : Robert Speck

I first attended ESC meetings in the 1960s with students from the McGill Subarctic Research Lab. in Schefferville, Qué. We

presented papers on lake ice and snow cover in Québec-Labrador. Later, working from Trent University, again often with

students, we presented on lake ice and snow in the Kawartha Lakes, Ontario, and on research on the White Glacier and Colour

Lake, Axel Heiberg Island, Nunavut, Canada.

For many years, the annual ESCs were held in winter months so that each meeting took on an epic, heroic, tone. There would be

phone calls from members trapped in motels throughout eastern North America. Each call elicited jeers from members who had

made it to the conference.

The most spectacular meeting was the one in Oswego, NY, hosted by Bob Sykes, “Mr. Lake Effect Snowstorm”. On the second day,

much to Bob’s delight, it started to snow. The streets filled up with snow, parked cars disappeared and the snow came over the

roof of the car port of the conference centre. We went skiing over cars in the streets. A day later, it stopped and the snow

ploughs, sensibly parked miles inland, drove in to save us. This is the sort of thing that would go viral nowadays – “Snow experts

trapped in snow”.

I voted against changing the meeting date to the summer.

From the first, I liked the mix of government, private sector and university participation at the meetings. The ESC lead the way in

encouraging student participation in science conferences. I liked the mix of practical and esoteric topics. The US/Canada

cooperation was very special.

I was glad that we were able to host one ESC at Trent, in Peterborough. When I was in Parliament, I was pleased to be able to host

ESC events on Parliament Hill, for the Ottawa meetings.

Keep up your fine work!

Have a good 75th Anniversary.

Best wishes,

Hon. Peter Adams, Prof. Emeritus, Trent University, Peterborough, Ont.

Peter Adams looking for votes in a snow pit on the White 
Glacier, Axel Heiberg Island, Nunavut, in 1993, the year he 
was first elected to Parliament. (Miles Ecclestone photo)



39
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Reno, Nevada, 1982

President :  Barry Goodison
1984

Mt Blanc, France, April 2005

1. Editor - no computers, typed manuscripts and drafted diagrams which had to be put into camera-ready format for printing; editing and redrafting was a

challenge; all papers were reviewed and put in print ready copy by the editor before sending to print shop. Lot of late nights. The delay in printing the 1983

Proceedings “won” me the SNO-FOO Award.

2. Shift in meeting date from February to June – In my early days, travel by car was still preferred and hence meetings were clustered to locations with high

participation, alternating between Canada and US. But virtually annual snow storms/blizzards were creating havoc for people to get to the meeting safely and

negatively affected attendance). Hence the Executive, with member support, decided to shift to a “more reasonable” meeting time which was also after the

winter work season (most members focused their activities in eastern North America then) – the first June meeting was at a resort in Alexandria Bay, NY in 1979.

The golf was great….

3. First Joint ESC-WSC meeting in Reno Nevada, 1982 to celebrate the 50th annual meeting of the Western Snow Conference. I was President and had been active in

bringing this joint effort to fruition. It was aimed to broaden our knowledge of each group’s activities, interests and expertise during a period when our activities

were becoming more “global”

4. WSC Metrication Report, 1983 – WSC established a metrication committee in 1978 to review, test and recommend equipment and procedures for the metrication

of snow surveys. I was part of that committee. The recommendations contained in the final report were endorsed by WSC and ESC. The resulting document

provided and still provides the most comprehensive testing of manual snow survey equipment over a wide range of conditions in North America. It is now

available as a PDF on the GCW Website under measurement methods.

5. Opportunity to mentor young(er) scientists over the years, including staff in my Division; staff scientists Ross Brown and Chris Derksen went on to become ESC

Presidents; my participation became irregular as I chose to have younger staff get engaged (travel restrictions limited how many could officially attend)

6. All the organization and institutions, in addition to the people, which have supported the ESC through the years have to be acknowledged. There are too many to

name specifically but I wish to identify 2 in particular during my active tenure who were incredibly important to the ESC – in Canada, Environment Canada,

notably the Atmospheric Environment Service which provided in-kind support for preparing the proceedings and supporting staff in participating actively in the

ESC; in the US, CRREL was a major supporter during some tough times that allowed the ESC to recover and flourish.

7. Thanks are also due to Campbell Scientific Canada for initiating their long-time support as an exhibitor and as sponsor of Campbell Scientific Canada Award that is

awarded to a Canadian Student submitting a paper demonstrating the most innovative use of technology in the gathering of data; and, to Don Wiesnet who led

the charge in the early days of using satellite data and who established the Wiesnet Medal for the best submitted student paper.

8. Life-long friendships – I would argue this is the most important outcome of my ESC experience. The ESC is a family in many ways, but it brings together people

with a common interest – snow and ice! The friendships have grown from this common interest. This is how an “informal” organization can endure and grow over

75 years!

9. The ESC can look back over 75 years and feel very proud of its many accomplishments. I hope the next generation of snow and ice experts can keep it going for

another 75.



38
th

Eastern Snow Conference

Syracuse, New York, 1981

President :  Wayne Tobiasson

Wayne retired from CRREL in 1997 but has continued as a
contractor then volunteer. He is a co-author of two CRREL reports
to be published in 2018: SITE-SPECIFIC CASE STUDIES FOR
DETERMINING GROUND SNOW LOADS IN THE UNITED STATES and
GROUND SNOW LOADS FOR THE UNITED STATES. The following
words occur in the latter report:
Prior to the 33rd Eastern Snow Conference in 1976 in Glens Falls,
New York, we arranged for an evening roundtable discussion of
snow loads. The contacts developed, and the cooperation initiated
among the Canadians and Americans that attended were quite
beneficial then and for decades thereafter.


